
Basketball and strength training: Evaluating your Team, start by evaluating yourself 

 “We need to be stronger, faster, and bigger, we’re just not talented enough, this team lacks 
mental toughness, we just don’t have the athletes we need on this team, these players lack 
heart…..”  Have you heard these statements before, said them before?  Some of these statements 
are things that you may have heard as an athlete that really turned you off and were very 
discouraging.  It’s always easy to identify the faults, short comings and weaknesses of your team, so 
here is my challenge to you; list for me all the things that your team does well!  

 It’s easy to find the flaws what is hard is creating ways to get around them, but remember all 
the good coaches are doing it!  The weaknesses and challenges your team presents are nothing 
more than great opportunities to improve your abilities as a coach.   

“No coach has ever won a game by what he knows; it's what his players know that counts.” Paul 
“Bear” Bryant 

 You can overcome so much adversity by taking the time to teach your athletes as much 
about the game as well as what it takes to succeed.  Its self defeating to hear coaches spew out 
comments such as “if we were bigger, and faster we would have won more games, “or “if we had 
more talent we would win more games.”  Having size/strength/ speed/ and natural athletic ability 
are huge advantages, but having students of the game and an intelligent strategic coach that has 
the ability to simplify complex problems and teach his/her team is a better combination.   A team’s 
greatest advantage is a coach who strategically places the players in a position to win because of 
knowledge of the athletes and the opponent’s strengths and weaknesses.  You can have all of the 
tools for success, and if you don’t know how to use them or even know they exist then how can you 
maximize the potential of your program?  Evaluate yourself, and your coaching style by any means 
necessary.  Ask, do my athletes match or exceed expectations daily?  Is my team competitive versus 
the competition or are am I getting dominated by other teams? Are you identifying what your athletes 
are good at and using those strengths to overcome the opponent?  These questions are all directed 
at the coach, to evaluate how you place your team in a position to succeed.   If you are confident in 
your own abilities and those abilities are generating positive results then that will radiate down to 
your athletes and they will climb mountains if you tell them that success is hiding up there. 

Evaluating yourself is the critical first step and is good practice to self check your abilities as 
a coach; now let’s move towards evaluating your team. When you start emphasizing sports 
performance training to your program, it is because you know that you are teaching and demanding 
perfection from your athletes with regard to fundamentals and you have identified physical 
performance barriers that are limiting your ability to progress.  You noticed that if we had better 
endurance we could practice these skill sets longer and recover quicker and it would allow us to 
introduce new skill sets sooner.  If we were physically stronger then we could box out more 
efficiently, and run faster.  If we had better mobility we could sit in a defensive stance that was more 
productive for defending and more responsive to directional changes.  One of the quickest ways to 
start the evaluation process for physical development is video tape a practice and critically study the 
team’s movements on the floor.  How do your athletes move in individual drills,  team drills where 
navigating around opponents is required, and during critical thinking periods where they have to be 
sharp mentally?    



HOW DO THEY MOVE IN INDIVIDUAL DRILLS?  Individual drills provide a very clear picture of 
basic motor skill sets from how the athlete moves in one plane of motion, and how well they combine 
movements in multiple planes of motion.  The individual drills show you immediate gross motor skills 
that need attention and that should be addressed first for your team in training.  Some examples 
would be:  

x Athlete cannot accelerate efficiently from top of key to the basket (straight ahead 
sprint work needed) 

x Athlete cannot defensive slide in the lane efficiently ( lateral quickness drills needed) 
x Athlete cannot spin efficiently (rotary movements needed) 
x Athlete cannot jump stop and stay on balance (Jump and landing training needed) 
x Athlete cannot close out into a defensive slide (agility drills needed that emphasize 

sprint to slide and multi directional movement mechanics) 
x Athlete is not strong enough to box out (improve strength in legs, core, and balance, 

OR are they sitting low enough to box out could be a flexibility/mobility issue)  

HOW DO THEY MOVE IN TEAM DRILLS?  Team drills introduce a new element where the 
athletes now have to navigate around and through other moving parts.  Here limitations such as 
physical strength, visual perception, knowledge of the drill, timing, and having the basic motor skills 
necessary to complete expected task all play a role.  Some athletes may be very efficient at doing 
individual drill work but placed in a competitive setting they slow everything down to make sense of 
the drill.  They may not comprehend the timing and visual cues they should be looking for or fear of 
making a mistake may be yielding an athlete that appears slow and uncoordinated.  To overcome 
this obstacle more team drills are necessary where you coach to the visual cues and timing.  Here at 
UW we do a lot of walk through and half speed execution when teaching new team drills, the athletes 
are encouraged to ask questions and be involved with the learning process.  We don’t want the 
athletes to have any questions about how to do the drill when going full speed; this retards reaction 
time and responsiveness yielding a state of paralysis by analysis.   In the weight room I progress our 
training from very simple in the offseason, to more complex training exercises and drills throughout 
the year always trying to avoid making rocket science out of the simplicity of getting bigger faster and 
stronger.  We want self evaluation, critical thinking, and negotiating obstacles to be common place 
but it is a process we have to re-teach every year. 

GAME DAY: IT IS TIME TO THINK?  So your team moves well in individual drills, they even 
have all the team drills figured out.  But coach, why in games do we have poor execution, look 
confused, or slow?  Athletes adapt to the environments they are continually challenged with; and 
they will improve with the drills even learning the tendencies of the people they practice against 
daily.   When you change the environment by changing the opponent, change the gym, home or away 
crowd, cold or hot gym, morning or evening game, 1st, 2nd or 3rd game that day, you have a series of 
adjustment to make.  Some athletes are great practice players but in competition they may be 
working against someone they are unfamiliar with, someone with different skill sets that has been 
practicing for success also.  This is where the rubber meets the road.  Is the athlete taking what 
you’re teaching and transferring it to the competition floor, are your drills transferable?  Have you 
developed the mental flexibility in your athletes to be pliable to changing situations and eliminate 
their ability to make excuses for poor performance?  Have they done the work? 



In conclusion I’m going to point out a few things.  If strength were all that mattered then why 
don’t universities recruit power lifters and Olympic weightlifters and just teach them basketball? If 
speed were all that mattered then why not just recruit the top 60 and 100 meter sprinters in the 
country and teach them basketball?  If size matters then why not just go recruit bodybuilders and 
teach them basketball?  As each one of these things may be related to success no one of them is 
more important than teaching them the fundamental skill sets of basketball.  Take a look at what 
you’re teaching your team, what you know about the game, and how you put your team in a position 
to be successful daily.   If your working with newcomers to the game, be patient and teach the the 
basics of dribbling with both hands, passing correctly, correct mechanics for lay ups, and shooting 
form.  Create a means to evaluate how well your athletes do these things and limit how much you 
advance until they perform these skill sets to some team standard that you approve of.  Include 
fundamental skills training daily and emphasize to your athletes mastery of these skills sets.  Avoid 
trying to teach concepts and theory, skipping over the fundamentals at a young age because you 
want them to learn new plays and sets assuming they will just figure it out?    

When you study your team and evaluate the skill sets they are good or deficient at the 
physical aspects of what you need work on will present themselves.  If your team is physically weak 
you will see it when they fail to box out, rebound, get through screens, or go for a loose ball.  If your 
team lacks speed you will see it when you are trying to push in transition, or are trying to attack and 
reverse the ball in the half court.  If your team lacks endurance you will see it in their posture 
defensively after several back to back runs, and the athletes fail to recover during time outs or on 
the foul line.  If your team started mentally sharp in the beginning and routinely finishes with sloppy 
performance is it due to mental or physical fatigue.  True athletes are starving for attention, starving 
to learn how to do it right, starving for just a taste of what it feels like to be successful, feed them.  
Learning how to be good at anything takes time and thousands of repetitions you have to be patient 
there are no quick fixes.  Video tape a practice, study it and identify 3 physical areas of improvement 
that can have an immediate impact on performance and start working on them.  I’ve included a daily 
pre practice movement warm up and a post practice on court strength training circuit that you can 
implement with your program.  Stay Strong! 

"If you train hard, you'll not only be hard, you'll be hard to beat." 
Herschel Walker 
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